Abstract-Identification of motifs in DNA sequences using classification techniques is one of computational approaches to discovering novel binding sites. In the previous work [16], we proposed a simple and effective method for motif detection using a single crisp rule governed by a mismatch-based matrix similarity score (MISCORE). In this paper, we consider the problem of finding suitable motif cut-off value for MISCORE-based motif identification systems using cost-sensitivity metric. We utilize phylogenetic footprinting data to estimate the parameters in the cost function. We also extend the MISCORE to include entropy to weigh each motif model position to minimize the false positive rate. The performance evaluation is done by using artificial and real DNA sequences. The results demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of our proposed approach for model based cut-off value estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Motif detection is a computational algorithm that searches for novel protein binding sites giving a motif model built from some known sites. It predicts putative binding sites in DNA sequences for further analysis. In [16] , we have developed a mismatch-based similarity score called MISCORE based on position frequency matrix (PFM) [14] for motif detection. MISCORE has been shown to perform well in comparison with three popular methods [16] . This paper aims at further extending our work by proposing a cost optimization method to determine suitable cut-off value of motif. We also include a weighted term in the scoring. We demonstrates that under the circumstance where some true or artificial data is available, we can find MISCORE motif cut-off value using a cost matrix that fulfills user's objective.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II defines the notations and presents our proposed MISCORE and its extension, WMISCORE. This section will also discuss the method to optimize the motif cut-off value. Section III reports the evaluation results of MISCORE and WMISCORE, using both artificial and real sequences. Concluding remarks are given in the last section.
II. METHOD

A. Motif Model
Firstly, some notations used in this paper are defined. Let S be a motif that consists of a set of binding sites associated with a certain transcription factor. It is assumed that each binding site in S has a fixed length k, which can be achieved through multiple alignment tools. A kmer is a subsequence of length k in DNA sequences, i.e.,
In this paper, a binary matrix representation is used, which is compatible to the PFM model. The encoded kmer is given by e(kmer) Motifs can be expressed as consensus or probabilistic profiles [14] . Profile representations such as Position Frequency Matrix (PFM) assigns a relative frequency to each possible nucleotide at each position in the motif. It is a 4 × k matrix and each column vector represents the position wise observed nucleotides (i.e. A, C, G, T) frequency in a motif.
B. MISCORE-based Motif Identification Systems
To build a PFM model based classifier for motifs detection, it is fundamental to define a proper similarity function that reflects the closeness concept in the biological sense. Due to functional associations of binding sites, they are evolutionary constrained as compared to background sequences [5] . Hence, a kmer is likely to be a true site if it has limited mismatches to every binding site in a motif. This understanding forms the basis of this work. In practice, a scaled model mismatch score (see (8) ) is employed to predict the kmer class. The following proposition gives a way to compute the number of average mismatch between a kmer and a motif model. 
where
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where |S| represents the cardinality of the set S.
Then, (2) can be rewritten as:
Without confusion, hereafter, we will refer to the average mismatch score between a kmer and a motif simply as average mismatch. Equations below give the normalized average mismatch.
Based on (2), we can define the model mismatch score (MMS) of a motif, that is:
Now, our motif detection rule can be stated as follows [16] :
where λ ∈ [a, b]; a, b ∈ R and < 1 is a cut-off threshold. We constraint the λ value in a range because making it too large or too small may be unreasonable since there are limits to the number of possible mismatch between true binding sites of a protein. Setting the proper value of λ is essential for motif detection. However, the lack of knowledge of protein-DNA recognition and the short and degenerated binding sites often make that decision complicated. It often involved in the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity. Proper setting of this cut-off value is presented in Section II-D.
C. Entropy Weighing
Schneider [13] suggests that protein-DNA contact positions located in the major groove of DNA structure are relatively conserved than those in the minor groove. For instance, position 1 and 2 of RepA motif located in the major groove have higher conservation values as compared to other positions [13] . These conserved positions also have lower substitution rate [10] . For instance, positions 1, 2, 3, 15, 16, 17 of the S. cerevisiae GAL4 motif (length 17) have relatively lower substitution rate compared to other positions [10] . Hence, these conserved positions are more significant in the protein-DNA interaction complexes and are expected to have no or little variation. A position based weighing scheme as in (1) is a possible integration into motif detection metric.
Indeed, integrating position weighted term has been existed for some time in several motif detection algorithms. For instances, MatInspector [11] and MATCH [9] . The purpose of weighing is to reduce the false positive rate by returning a higher score value only if a kmer matches the dominating nucleotides in conserved positions. It is very logical to use Shannon entropy to measure the motif positions conservation [13] . In MISCORE, we adopted similar strategy. The weight value w j in (1) is given by the information content (IC),
The IC measures the information carried by each position of a motif. Its value is larger when a nucleotide is dominant in a PFM's position. The weight w j acts as a multiplication factor to the per-position average mismatch. We will call this weighted MISCORE as WMISCORE hereafter.
D. Optimization of Cut-off Threshold
Optimization of the MISCORE-based motif identification systems aims to determine a proper scalar λ in (9) so that a predefined objective function can be minimized. Most methods either use an arbitrary cut-off value or base on user's objective. In MATCH [9] , the cut-off threshold value has been proposed to minimize either the false negative rate, or the false positive rate or both. On the other hand, MatInspector [2] , finds a threshold value that allows only three matches in 10000bp of non-regulatory sequences. This is equivalent to a p-value of 0.0003. In this paper, the objective function is defined by a classification cost [15] , which is calculated by using the standard confusion matrix and a cost matrix. A cost matrix has four entries that correspond to the weight value (or simply cost weight) of true positive (w tp ), false positive (w fp ), false negative (w fn ) and true negative (w tn ). The cost matrix allows users to specify the relative significance of each performance criterion through cost weight. A higher cost weight signifies it substantial and vice versa. Given a cost matrix, the objective is to find a λ value that minimizes the total classification cost given by, cost = w tp ×n tp +w fp ×n fp +w fn ×n fn +w tn ×n tn , (11) where n y , y ∈ {tp, f p, tn, f n} is the number of y kmers for a particular λ value. The w tp value is fixed at -1 and other weight values are set according to their relative significance.
Given the incomplete knowledge of the nature of protein-DNA recognition and the lack of training data to reliably estimate each counts n y in the confusion matrix, we have to resort to approximation. We propose to use the phylogenetic footprinting approach for this estimation. Another commonly used approach is using artificially generated binding sites with the per-position nucleotides probability distribution defined by PFM. We refer readers to [9] for this approach. Phylogenetic footprinting approach is established on the hypothesis that essential biological sequences are conserved between species evolved from a common ancestor due to functional constraints [5] . Hence, evolutionary events such as mutation agglomerate more rapidly at nonfunctional DNA bases than at functionally constrained base positions. Consequently, if a sequence that has remained highly conserved during evolution, then it probably means that this sequence is functional [5] . When homologous genes upstream sequences from related species are aligned, we can reveal these functional elements through conservation analysis techniques. Despite the fact that not all conserved sequences are functional, it provides reasonable estimation on the performance of motif detection method. For example, in human-rodent comparative analysis, an estimation of 93% binding sites under study are located in the conserved sequence regions [17] . Furthermore, the chances of the background DNA to be conserved amongst them are relatively rare [17] .
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Dataset
Artificial sequences were generated by using the online RSAT tool (http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/rsat/ ) with 3rd order Markov model for performance comparisons. The real binding sites used in this study were obtained from RegulonDB 6.0 (Jan 1 2008) [7] , TRANSFAC [18] and JASPAR [12] . The Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosomes were downloaded from SGD [3] .
To estimate a suitable λ value, we prepared two case studies using S. cerevisiae motifs. The footprinting data, which multiple aligned upstream sequences of S. cerevisiae and its ortholog species (S. Paradoxus, S. Mikatae and S.bayanus) were downloaded from [4] . The alignments encompass marked block of high conservation regions (HCR).
B. Separability
To compare MISCORE and WMISCORE to recognize true binding sites from random kmers, four proteins (transcription factors) were employed, including CRP (161), ArcA(157), FIS(142), and Sox17(31). We examined their effectiveness using the Receiver Operator Cost (ROC) and area under ROC (aROC) [6] . Fig. 1 shows that, MISCORE performed better than WMISCORE for two out of four of the test cases. In the other two cases, WMISCORE performed slightly better in terms of aROC. Though this comparison is inconclusive concerning accuracy, we can see that WMISCORE performed better when a motif has several relatively conserved positions (i.e. CRP, Sox17). These relatively conserved positions will increase the effectiveness of the use of the weighted term. For highly degenerated motif, we can predict it utility to be marginal. 
C. Recognizability
Once a motif model is built, it can be used for motif detection to find novel sites associated with the same protein. This subsection investigates the potential of WMISCORE to recognize the true binding sites in real sequences. We extracted 11 binding sites associated with GAL4 protein from [1] to construct the PFM. The consensus for GAL4 motif is CGGNNNNNNNNNNNCCG. The unweighted MMS of GAL4 is 7.96 and the weighted one is 3.34. The rule described in (9) with IC weighing factors was used to search for the true binding sites in the S. cerevisiae genome. A total of 26 sites were detected using WMISCORE with λ = −0.045 (see Section III-D on how cut-off value is obtained). Out of these, 13 sites are located in the verified or putative coding regions, 6 are true positive as shown in Table I , 2 false positives in the non-coding region and the remaining are reverse complement copy of others. False positive sites located in the coding region can be easily removed by limiting our search only in the noncoding region. Hence, the precision of transcription start sites prediction is important to enhance motif detection accuracy.
D. Cut-off value
We used the GAL4 motif described in subsection III-C as case study to determine its cut-off value. Another motif, ABF1 with 16 sites were downloaded from SCPD. The unweighted MMS for ABF1 is 5.67; whereas the weighted one is 1.78. A total of 3788 sequences alignment [4] are used to estimate the confusion matrix. As not all HCRs are functional, we might overestimate the false negative count. To overcome this, we only selected the top 1000 scored kmers to be used in the computation. To find optimum λ value, we iterated through range of values [λ 1 , λ 2 ] with a 0.005 step. At each step, we compute the total cost using a pre-specified cost matrix. A kmer is considered as a true positive hit if it is located in the HCR and satisfies rule (9) . [8] .
! the position is relative to the chromosome. Cut-off value estimation for GAL4 and ABF1 motif using the phylogenetic footprinting data. The estimated λopt value for each pair of w fp and w fn is marked. For all cases, the wtn is set to 0. Fig. 2 shows the plot of total cost vs λ for GAL4 and ABF1 motifs using four combination of w fp and w fn values. The optimal λ opt is chosen from a point before the classification cost increased rapidly. This point can be identified by comparing curves generated by suitable combination of cost weight values. Using the ABF1 motif as an example, the λ opt value for the cost weight pair (w fp , w fn ) ∈ {(1, 10), (1, 5)} is -0.015 (see Fig. 2 MISCORE:ABF1). Several interesting observations can be made from Fig. 2 . Firstly, when a motif is shorter (e.g. ABF1), a smaller λ opt value is needed in order to minimize the false positive or false negative rate. Secondly, the cost matrix greatly influent the λ opt value since it reflect the relative significant of each performance measure. Thirdly, it requires a larger (smaller) λ opt value for WMISCORE to minimize the false negative (false positive) rate. This indicate the scores distribution of WMISCORE is biased towards lower end as compared to MISCORE. Only kmers that scored high in the motif conserved positions will get higher score.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a classification cost optimization method to determine suitable cutoff value for two proposed motif detection methods:MISCORE and WMISCORE. Utilizing the phylogenetic footprinting data to approximate the confusion matrix entries, coupled with a user defined cost matrix, we can find a cut-off value that minimizes the classification cost. However, setting λ = 0 will be a suitable choice when there is no available knowledge. As sequence is not the only factor for protein recognition, a further improvement is to integrate additional information into motif detection algorithm such as genome nucleosome occupancies and protein 3D structure in order to reduce the false positive rate.
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